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Legal Info
DataRoxx
Geibelstr. 59
30173 Hannover
Owner: Michael Olschimke
Phone: +49 (0511) 7003-6964
info@dataroxx.com
VAT-ID: DE267280754

General Information
Area of responsibility
The legal info applies only for our website on the address: http://en.seowiki.info

Restriction
This website is part of the WWW and according to this linked with external websites which can change
anytime. Consequently these are not subject to this area of responsiblity and the following information. It has been veriﬁed exactly once that the links do not violate conventions or laws: before they were accepted here. You recognize those links leading to external web projects by the arrow symbol before the link text.

Privacy protection
Individual- related data is only collected with your knowledge and acceptance. You receive nonpaid information as to stored individual-data related to you on application. Please contact the webmaster for
this.

No liability
The content of this web project have been veriﬁed accurately and created to the best of our knowledge. But for the information presented here no claim is raised to completeness, timeliness, quality
and correctness. No responsibility can be assumed for disadvantages developed from faith in the content of this website or it's usage.
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Accessibility
To make the grade of as much users of our website as possible, we go after designing this website barrier-freely. The german lawmaker has created legal speciﬁcations for websites of public facilities, authorities and charges in order to guarantee website accessibility. We do not fall in these requirements,
however we are geared to them. If concrete difﬁculties appear during using this website, please give
us a short response.

Copyright
All contents are subject to the copyright of DataRoxx.

Privacy Notice
Usage statistics
This website uses an analysis service to retrieve anonymized information about it's usage. Therewith
we can adapt our services accordingly and enhance them efﬁciently. Your data is being anonymised
and only used internally, but not delivered to third parties.
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